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One of the key tools for combating the economic impact on American 
businesses of COVID-19 and the related lockdown orders has been the 

Paycheck Protection Program, or PPP, which can be characterized as a 

conditional grant program intended to assist employers in financial 
distress to preserve their businesses by funding certain key operating 

expenses such as labor, utilities and rent. 

 
However, employers that are in bankruptcy or have an owner that is in 

bankruptcy are being automatically disqualified from the PPP by the Small 
Business Administration, or SBA, despite the fact that other Section 7(a) 

loan programs have no such conditions. 

 
This automatic disqualification policy has been highly criticized over the 

last two weeks, with at least four temporary restraining orders or 
preliminary injunctions and one final judgment being issued by various 

bankruptcy courts against the SBA to enjoin enforcement of this policy. 

One court even suggested that punitive damages against the SBA could 
be appropriate if the debtor found itself unable to obtain PPP funding as a 

result of this policy. 
 

The issues raised in and by these court proceedings are addressed below. 

Companies and business owners that are experiencing financial distress 
and considering taking advantage of the PPP as well as lenders that are 

processing, or interested in processing, the PPP applications of such 

entities should be aware of these developments. 
 

Background 
 

Generally, the PPP assists businesses impacted by the ongoing pandemic 

by providing for quick funding on highly favorable terms to be used for 
certain critical operating expenses such as labor, rent and utilities, with 

loan forgiveness if the funds are used for such purposes. 
 

The program is implemented by providing for SBA guarantees of new 

loans to employers made from approved lenders in an amount up to 2.5 times the 
employer's monthly payroll cost, with no personal guarantee or collateral requirements, no 

fees or charges other than a 1% interest rate, a six month deferment of interest payments, 

a 2 year maturity, and full loan forgiveness if 75% of the funds are used for payroll costs, 
interest on mortgages, rent and utilities. 

 
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security, or CARES, Act was enacted on March 

27 as the largest economic relief plan in U.S. history, with the PPP as one of its key 

components. The PPP has been well received by all constituencies and eagerly sought by 
employers. 

 
The initial authorized program amount of $349 billion was exhausted by April 16 and an 

additional $310 billion was authorized on April 24. As these additional funds are expected to 

be exhausted soon, further authorizations may be on the horizon as the economy continues 
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to be affected and unemployment remains at or near record levels. 
 

Although the purpose of the PPP is to assist employers in distress, the SBA is barring any 
company in bankruptcy from the program. No such restriction applies for traditional SBA 

Section 7(a) loans,[1] where bankruptcy is only a credit factor to be considered with 

supplemental information in context.[2] 
 

However, the first question on the PPP application required by the SBA asks whether the 

applicant or any owner of the applicant is presently involved in any bankruptcy and states 
that the loan will not be approved with an affirmative response.[3] 

 
In addition, the SBA has published interim final rules stating that "if the applicant or the 

owner of the applicant is the debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding, either at the time it 

submits the application or at any time before the loan is disbursed, the applicant is ineligible 
to receive a PPP loan," noting that "providing PPP loans to debtors in bankruptcy would 

present an unacceptably high risk of an unauthorized use of funds or nonrepayment of 
unforgiven loans."[4] 

 

This restriction and the SBA rationale have been widely and uniformly criticized within the 
restructuring community[5] and various elected officials have already reached out to the 

SBA requesting that the PPP be made available to borrowers in bankruptcy.[6] 
 

As anyone who has been involved in a bankruptcy can attest, a debtor in bankruptcy 

operates with substantial reporting requirements and under significant oversight from the 
bankruptcy court; the U.S. Trustee Program; either the official committee of unsecured 

creditors or a trustee (depending on the applicable bankruptcy chapter); the general 

creditor body; and, in many cases, even the press. 
 

Accordingly, the risk of an unauthorized use of PPP funds cannot be greater for a borrower 
in bankruptcy than for a borrower outside of bankruptcy, where the SBA does not require, 

much less request, any comparable oversight. 

 
Similarly, the notion that a borrower in bankruptcy presents a higher risk of nonrepayment 

than a borrower outside of bankruptcy is empirically false[7] and ignores the many 
protections available for post-petition lenders that are not available to lenders for borrowers 

outside of bankruptcy.[8] 

 
Such concern of credit risk also diverges from the purpose of the CARES Act, where PPP 

loans are specifically intended for distressed companies and the CARES Act expressly 

prohibits the SBA from requiring personal guarantees or collateral for the loans. 
 

Companies that are contemplating commencing a bankruptcy case or that are in bankruptcy 
often have difficulty obtaining new financing on any terms. The highly favorable terms 

offered by the PPP would provide much-needed relief for debtors in bankruptcy. 

 
Having been barred by the SBA from the PPP without a compelling justification or explicit 

statutory authorization, employers in bankruptcy are turning to the courts. At least 11 such 
actions have been commenced to date, with substantively similar complaints alleging that 

the SBA's bankruptcy disqualification is impermissible discrimination by a governmental unit 

against the applicant on the basis of its bankruptcy[9] and should be set aside in 
accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act, or APA, as arbitrary and capricious, or 

exceeding the statutory authority granted to the SBA.[10] 

 



The complaints seek a range of relief such as: (1) injunctive relief to require the SBA to 
process the debtor's PPP application; (2) declaratory judgment that the applicant is entitled 

to be considered for a PPP loan notwithstanding its status as a debtor in a bankruptcy case; 
(3) court compulsion of the SBA to process the PPP application by writ of mandamus; and 

(4) compensatory damages for failing to process and award a PPP loan, as well as fees and 

costs incurred in bringing the action. 
 

The oppositions filed by the SBA to these complaints are also substantively similar, and 

generally argue that the PPP is a loan program and the failure to grant a loan on account of 
bankruptcy status is not impermissible bankruptcy discrimination; that the bankruptcy 

exclusion is a permissible exercise of the SBA's rulemaking authority for Section 7(a) loans 
under the CARES Act;[11] that consideration of the related APA claims is not an exercise of 

core jurisdiction by the bankruptcy court; and that injunctive relief against the SBA is not 

available under any circumstances.[12] 
 

Discussion 
 

Since April 24, five bankruptcy courts have granted temporary restraining orders or 

injunctions prohibiting the SBA and relevant lending institutions from considering the 
"presently involved in any bankruptcy" language when enforcing the debtor's PPP 

application,[13] and two bankruptcy courts have declined to provide such relief.[14] 
 

As is always the case, these decisions are highly fact-specific and reflect the variance 

inherent to the multifactor balancing test that is required for preliminary injunctive relief. It 
is perhaps not surprising that hospitals or emergency medical service providers on the front 

lines of the coronavirus fight have been markedly more successful in obtaining their 

requested relief than other businesses. 
 

However, while only one of these decisions is a final judgment,[15] some broad trends have 
emerged and may drive future proceedings in these actions as they progress through the 

courts. 

 
First, the courts have uniformly disapproved of the SBA's positions on the underlying merits 

of its disqualification policy. No court has adopted the SBA's characterization of the PPP as a 
loan program, with almost all affirmatively rejecting that position and characterizing the PPP 

as a grant or support program.[16] 

 
Also, most courts have rejected the use of bankruptcy status alone as a creditworthiness or 

underwriting standard, and the related rationale offered by the SBA in the fourth interim 

rule, as arbitrary and capricious or otherwise exceeding the SBA's delegated authority under 
the CARES Act.[17] Based on the courts' comments on the record and rulings to date, the 

SBA is not likely to have any greater success on these issues as these actions progress or in 
future actions. 

 

Second, all of the courts granting relief for the debtors have found that the PPP is a 
government program subject to the antidiscrimination requirements of Section 525(a) and 

that the SBA's bankruptcy disqualification is impermissible under that provision. In so 
finding, most of these courts have relied on In re: Stoltz.[18] 

 

As one court noted, "[o]f all the benefits a government can grant, free money might be the 
best of all. Denying plaintiff access to PPP funds solely because it is a debtor violates 

Section 525(a)."[19] Notably, it does not appear that any of the courts that refused to find 

impermissible bankruptcy discrimination considered Stoltz in rendering their rulings. 



 
Third, while the courts agree that core jurisdiction exists for alleged violations of Section 

525(a), at least one court has also found core jurisdiction over the related claims for judicial 
review of the SBA's rulemaking pursuant to the APA independent of any Section 525(a) 

issues.[20] While APA claims may not generally be within the core jurisdiction of bankruptcy 

courts, the claims at issue here regarding the bankruptcy exclusion may indeed arise only in 
a bankruptcy case, and accordingly, present an opportunity for courts to further develop 

these unsettled jurisdictional issues. 

 
Fourth, the SBA is taking the position that declaratory or injunctive relief against the SBA is 

not available under any circumstances, irrespective of the APA or any violation of the 
Bankruptcy Code or any other statute, by operation of Title 15, Section 634(b)(1) of the 

U.S. Code.[21] 

 
While the scope of declaratory or injunctive relief against the SBA is not frequently 

addressed and does not appear to be a settled question,[22] as indicated by the Santa Fe 
decision and the other four injunctions issued against the SBA, it does not seem likely that 

bankruptcy courts will accept the SBA's position and such outcomes may ultimately benefit 

other litigants against the SBA outside of the bankruptcy context. 
 

Fifth, while the APA and discrimination claims in these actions in relevant part do not turn 
on applicant-specific facts, the courts have been reluctant to issue broad relief that would 

also be applicable to other debtors, and the debtors themselves have not pursued such 

remedies, perhaps understandably due to limited resources and incentive to incur the 
greater cost and procedural burdens that would be necessary for such broader relief. 

 

Although this dynamic does not appear likely to change unless the SBA modifies its position, 
the applicants may be entitled to recover costs and fees for their trouble in accordance with 

the Equal Access to Justice Act.[23] A lender interested in providing PPP loans to applicants 
in bankruptcy[24] might consider obtaining such broader relief applicable to all of its PPP 

loan processing by bringing its own action against the SBA and seeking declaratory relief on 

these issues, or just join as a party in pending actions. 
 

Finally, while not all plaintiffs have sought compensatory damages, some have and the 
courts have seemed amenable to such claims, with one court going so far as to state that if 

the SBA's actions result in the plaintiff not obtaining its requested PPP funding, "Plaintiff 

may file an adversary proceeding for compensatory and, if appropriate, punitive 
damages."[25] 

 

While punitive damages may be outside the scope of remedies available to the bankruptcy 
court,[26] bankruptcy courts do have civil contempt power[27] and inherent sanction 

power[28] that may come into play if the SBA persists in asserting arguments that courts 
find to be "completely frivolous," "completely lacking in good faith," "inexplicable and 

highhanded," or "so weak [that] the Court has to wonder if [the SBA] really believes it."[29] 

 
Two other aspects of the SBA's rulemaking with respect to PPP applicants are likely to be 

challenged soon and may face even harsher opposition from the courts than for the 
disqualification of applicants who are debtors in bankruptcy. First, the SBA is barring PPP 

applicants with "any owner ... presently involved in any bankruptcy"[30] or where "the 

owner of the applicant is the debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding, either at the time it 
submits the application or at any time before the loan is disbursed."[31] 

 

Second, the SBA is taking the position that "if the applicant or the owner of the applicant 



becomes the debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding after submitting a PPP application but 
before the loan is disbursed, it is the applicant's obligation to notify the lender and request 

cancellation of the application. Failure by the applicant to do so will be regarded as a use of 
PPP funds for unauthorized purposes."[32] Notably, no similar principles exist for traditional 

SBA Section 7(a) loans, which look only to entities that control or are under the control of 

the applicant.[33] 
 

Accordingly, the same rulemaking challenges and bankruptcy discrimination arguments 

raised against the SBA's bar of applicants that are debtors in bankruptcy remain applicable 
but with even greater force. In addition, the attempt to compel post-bankruptcy 

performance by the applicant is unlikely to be effective, and debtors in bankruptcy who 
receive and use PPP funds in accordance with the statute may be able to obtain declaratory 

relief from the bankruptcy court regarding the use of PPP funds for authorized purposes or 

other effective relief such as releases under a confirmed plan. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Debtors in bankruptcy have been diligently pursuing the significant benefits of the PPP 

despite opposition from the SBA. Although their prospects for success on the merits appear 
strong after the first round of litigation, absent additional PPP authorizations being enacted 

they may find themselves with only claims for compensatory damages and costs against the 
SBA. Other penalties, however, may be available if courts continue to find the SBA's 

positions to be "completely frivolous" or "lacking in any good faith." 

 
Some debtors have also requested and received emergency approval to dismiss their cases 

in order to obtain their PPP funds and then refile their bankruptcy case, a course of action 

that is not prohibited by the SBA but would leave the SBA in a significantly worse position 
with the PPP as a pre-bankruptcy loan rather than as a post-bankruptcy loan with those 

attendant protections. 
 

Finally, while it is not likely that the applicants will expend resources to obtain broader relief 

that go beyond their own unique needs, a lender wishing to provide PPP loans to applicants 
in bankruptcy might consider obtaining the necessary broader relief to help guide it in 

extending future the PPP loans. 
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